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Dedicated to improving mechanical site prep techniques.

Australian industry is crying out for increased local wood supplies. 
Timber prices have increased because demand is outstripping production.

There is no doubt that the Australian plantation industry can increase production 10 to 20% by simply 
ensuring seedlings that are put in the ground survive and grow vigorously into mature trees.

A Google Earth perusal of plantations from WA to Central Queensland clearly shows the gaps in plantations.
These gaps are where seedlings have not survived. This has been where there has been poor or insufficient 
soil cultivation.  It can be seen in bluegum and also pine plantations.

HQPlantations have just created a powerful trial at Toolara on the Fraser Coast in Queensland, to quantify 
the benefits of various mechanical site prep treatments against a large control area adjacent to the trial.  The 
treatment site shown here seems to be the pick of the bunch so far.

This site which had been cleared 
of debris in the interow and then 

plowed with a full cultivation 
mounding plow, has 600 mm of 
disced soil for the seedling to 

develop a vigorous root system.

Likely to have a survival rate 
close to 100% 

Cost around $520 per hectare

Debris has formed a weedmat 
over the old stumpline which will 
reduce weed growth in the new 

interow, saving on chemical weed 
control.

Contractor Chester Crossing showing the 600 mm depth in the centre of clean cultivation on a trial site at 
Toolara, Queensland. It doesn’t get much better than this.

This is positive site prep.

The debris is moved and the site is plowed.

No hanging about waiting for chopper rolled debris to break down. 

Management of the site is simple and the results are expected to be good.
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Drum choppers or chopper rollers, will never make a silk purse out of a sow’s ear.
The site may look a little bit more civilized after the chopper has gone through, but nothing much has been 
gained towards achieving debris free cultivation, which you do need to get high seedling survival.

The sites shown here are far too common and are the primary cause of low production.

This is a pine site in Victoria near Mt Gambier.
Chopper rolled and then plowed with an old 

Savannah plow.

No depth of cultivation.
Seedlings planted wherever planter could find some 

soil.
Seedling line very wobbly.

Seedling survival around 85% but likely to have 
further losses as shallow cultivation dries out in 

spring.

Not cheap either as cost estimated at around $580 
per hectare.

Tree planting teams are not as productive as time is 
spent finding a planting spot in the debris.

A chopper rolled blue gum site that has been plowed and planted. No cultivation because the material hasn’t 
broken down enough and the disc can’t penetrate to any depth.

And here is the seedling, only surviving on 
the potting mix from the nursery.



The forest industry will need to discontinue using chopper rollers in site prep if it wishes to get full production 
from their plantations. Australian conditions are invariably too dry for debris to break down.
 Even well crushed sites have too much debris for a plow to create a clean cultivated site that might have a 
chance of returning 100% seedling survival.

Davec equipment in conjunction with Nuland Contracting, has shown that it is 
possible to cut through and bisect harvest debris so that it can be moved aside, 
clearing a path for a plow to cultivate a debris free planting zone in which a seedling 
will survive and develop a vigorous root system very quickly.

The DAVEC machines have a large coulter to cut through the debris and tynes to open up a clear path.
Model MCC for large Skidders     Cat 545                         and the   Model DMC for dozers size D7 or D8

These machines are relatively easy on the tractor, certainly 
compared to a towed chopper roller and are designed to be 
used down the stump line. Coulter is 2700 mm (9 feet) in diameter.  Total weight about 6.5 tonnes.

The follow up, second pass to create a clean 
mound is a Davec front mounted Vee Rake 
to push the debris further out, allowing the 
full cultivation plow to to pull together a 
clean, debris free planting site.
Nuland Contracting rig shown here.

 
This is a simple two pass operation that 
removes the debris; even green slash, 
immediately after harvest. 

If you can plant in the interow, the Davec Buster Blade will clear the debris.
You will need current row spacings of 4.5 metres to comfortably run a D5 or D6 with a blade such as this in 
the interow. OK for pine sites or low debris, in-field chipped blue gum sites.

Designed to replace a PAT blade this is a blade to
lift and part loose debris.

The bolt-on cutting edge is higher at the outside edges
and can be modified depending on the size of the existing 

mounds. Blade width 3.3 metres.
All Bisalloy 450 grade high tensile steel.

If working in the interow is an option, this blade will allow
you to plow a clean, debris free
site as a single pass operation.

Then you will have ‘money for jam’.



News items in the past month.

Scotland vulnerable to global timber market – must increase planting

Scotland must seize the opportunity to rapidly increase planting of productive forestry to offset the full impact of future timber 

supply shocks. Forestry and Land Scotland (FLS) says that the UK as a whole, which currently imports 80% of its annual timber 

requirement, is far too vulnerable to fluctuations in the global market. Source: Timberbiz

Timber prices take another price hike in the UK

The price of some imported timber has jumped 23% in just one month in the UK. The price of imported sawn or planed wood 

jumped by more than a fifth between June and July, according to the latest data provided by the Department for Business, Energy 

and Industrial Strategy (BEIS). Source: Construction News UK

Federal government commits to drive towards a billion trees

Australia’s forest industries have welcomed the Federal Government’s commitment to drive progress on the Billion Trees Plan 

launched in 2018 through concerted collaboration with state and territory jurisdictions. Source: Timberbiz 

Sweet deal for Hunter Valley wood fed hydrogen plant

Emerging renewables energy business, Sweetman Renewables Limited, has inked a lucrative, multi-million dollar joint venture 
agreement with CAC-H2 Private Limited of Singapore to establish a hydrogen production centre of excellence in Hunter Valley, 

New South Wales, Australia. Sources: Energy Global

Snap decision to end WA native forestry done without consultation
WA’s forestry industry has been blindsided by the State Government’s sudden decision to end the native forestry sector by 2024. 

The announcement came yesterday morning with no industry consultation, leaving businesses, employees and regional 
communities shocked. Source: Timberbiz

Judging on these random news reports, the Australian plantation forestry 
industry needs to produce as much as it can from existing hectares.

Photo Trivia
Bogged on the pampas in Argentina. 
Looks like a long walk home!

Savannah Model 110 6 disc plow
supplied from Savannah Forestry Equipment 
Inc. USA    About 1996
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